
Quality - Reliability - Integrity

WATER  FILTER  RANGE   

GREEN Filter Range
Protecting the environment is becoming more and more important and our GREEN Filter Range fits in that space.

Conventional Filter XL
Conventional one way filters have been around for a very long time and to this day represent the majority of filters in use. They cannot be 
recycled and end up in landfill sites. It has been suggested that the number of one way filters used each year would fill Wembley Stadium! One 
Way Filters consist of a sealed plastic housing which encapsulates a sealed 1 micron Carbon Block Filter. Our FILTER XL is a conventional one 
way filter, which we supply as a filter or as part of a PFRAILKIT XL.

Brita Scale Removal Resin Filters
Resin filters are effective at removing scale and are primarily used for boilers in hard water areas. The effective life of a resin filter depends on the hardness of the mains 
water,the temperature of the hot water, and the amount of cold water washing through the filter. 

We are using BRITA Scale Filters. The FILTC150 is used in medium size environments, but there are other Filters dealing with high volume consumption.

Filter XL
(FILTXL)

Conventional single 
use filter housing 

with a sealed carbon 
block Candle inside.

Installation Rail & 
Filter XL

(PFRAILKITXL)
POU Installation rail 
with a conventional 

Filter XL.

BPFRAILKIT, Railkit with 
FILTC150 and GREEN FILTHOU 

plus FILTCAR carbon block can-
dle for installations which have 
a separate cold water and hot 

water mains water inlet

The standard water filter used by the industry is a Carbon Block Filter which removes the chlorine taste and 
smell of the mains water. It also removes impurities but does not remove scale. AA's range of water filters includes a 
GREEN filter range, Conventional filter XL, and the Brita scale resin filter.

Reusable Filter Housing
(FILTHOU)

A reuseable Filter Hous-
ing FILTHOU which can 
be re-used on average 
up to 10X, thereby re-
ducing plastic waste.

Carbon Block 
Filter Candle 

(FILTCAR)

A Carbon Block Filter 
Candle FILTCAR. It fits 
into the reusable filter 

housing FILTHOU. This 
filter removes turbidity 
and the taste and smell 

of Chlorine from the 
mains water. FILTCAR 
candles can be dis-

posed with household 
waste!

Nanofilter Candle
(NANOF)

The NANOFilter Candle consist of a woven material, 
folded structure, which fits into the Reusable Filter 

Housing FILTHOU. It removes the taste and smell of 
the mains water Chlorine. It also resists blocking in 
peaty water and guarantees optimum flow rate at 
low water pressure. But that is not all! The NANO-
Filter material removes 99.9% of Cryptosporidium, 
E Coli, Giardia, Pseudomonas and resist Legionella 
in the mains water. It also removed 99.5% of Lead, 

Chromium and other metals. The high pharma 
rating of our NANOFilter makes this our SUPERSTAR 

Filter Candle which is ideal to use in hospitals, 
schools or institutions which face immune 

deficient users.

We can supply our GREEN 
Filters as part of a POU 

Installation Rail PFRAILKIT 
or PFRAILKITNANO

Installation Rail, Filter 
Housing & Filter Candle

(PFRAILKITNANO) / 
(PFRAILKIT)

FILTC150 for medium 
size environments

BFRAILKIT, FILTC150 with 
Installation Rail


